ORDER

Subject: Transfer and posting of AGM/DE of Telecom Operation Stream – Retention thereof.

In supersession to all earlier orders, Shri R. K. Singh (Staff No. 35655/HRMS No 198401595) AGM/DE presently working under BRBRAITT Circle and under transfer to Assam Telecom Circle vide this order dated 21.07.2016 is hereby retained in BRBRAITT Circle till further orders. The officer is hereby posted to RTTC Nagpur under BRBRAITT with immediate effect and until further orders.

2. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(Thakur Singh)
Assistant General Manager (Pers.I)

To
1. CGM(s) BRBRAITT/AS Telecom Circle for information.
2. Officer concerned /CAO(s) concerned (Through CGM).

Copy to:
1. CVO/CS & Sr. GM (Legal)/PGM (Pers.) BSNL Corporate Office.
2. Jt. GM (Pers.)/AGM DPC BSNL C.O.
3. CS to Director (HR), BSNL New Delhi
6. Order Bundle/Spare Copy

(Satish Kumar)
Deputy Manager-III (Pers.I)